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BRIGHT of Sweden are proud to announce that our Geometry Strategy® has won the prestigious
Tillywig Toy Award TOP FUN 2016.
The winners were announced April 29th and Geometry Strategy® won a TOP FUN seal.
Each year, the Tillywig Awards Program delivers to consumers, retailers, and the media information
on the best children's products, parenting products, and educational products available in today's
marketplace. Awards are given on the basis of group tests, the primary purpose of which is to
evaluate the quality, efficacy, entertainment value, or educational value of the products.
The TOP FUN category stands for “Products that stand out in terms of exceptional design,
construction, and play”
Tillywig about winnerGeometry Strategy®:
“This is a fascinating and highly original game in which players engage in battle-like offensive and
defensive moves while attempting to get their Sphere onto the Bullseye at the center of the board…
… While jockeying to get their Spheres to the Bullseye, players use supporting pieces to defend and
attack, staying aware of the current rankings while remaining deeply alert to the possibility of a
sudden change in power dynamic. The result is an exciting, highly invigorating mix of thought, luck,
and strategy”
BRIGHT of Sweden are proud to accept this Award and will promote the gold and black seal on the
game with honor. The TOP FUN Award stands for exceptional design, construction and play; these
are the foundations of Geometry Strategy® and we’re honored to win this prestigious Award.
Our American gamers and customers can very soon find Geometry Strategy® in stores.
ACD Distribution is our exclusive distributor in the US, and retailers will have it on the shelves in May
(www.acdd.com). For gamers and customers outside of USA, contact BRIGHT of Sweden for more
information on how to order your game at info@gamesofsweden.se
Geometry Strategy® is a stategic board game for 2 to 4 players aged over 12, where the first player
who places their Sphere on the board’s Bullseye is the winner. Now, how hard can that be? Well,
imagine having 1,2 or 3 opponents trying to stop you and take you out of the game, and your Sphere
has no defense…
Add a Red Zone where everthing changes and you get this unique strategy game.
It takes approximately 15-60 minutes to play. The good looking game box includes 1 game board,
4 sets of 10 playing pieces, 4 Challenge Ranking Lists, 15 Red Zone cards and 1 Instruction sheet.
For more information you are warmly welcome to visit our website at: www.gamesofsweden.se

